POSTvote
an addendum to POSTmortem

How can we possibly react to a politically
hostile environment except with hostility? Everywhere in
the world the pendulum’s swing continues to hypnotize
and arrest our sense of security. The United States,
momentously, seems to have slid into the thick of a
swamp. 2016 may have died, but the pall that hung over
the year has not subsided.
So we react in whatever way we can, hopefully
in health. We write. We create. We compose reflections
of ourselves and our world on paper and walls, from the
well-springs of our hard drives, or spontaneously in the
DIY art venues of New York. This is how we cope, our
art is our om, lest we burn down everything including
ourselves.

ZEV TORRES____________________________________________________________________
The Next Day

___________________________________________________________________________YI WU
The Procession
This is a song about a diagonal cross.
One arm flies a tattered flag and another holds a shotgun.
Have you and I not been warned
when the brutal tearing proceeded like a gallop,
when their gloves were tightly worn?
How astonished were you and I when a body smelled like
freshly propelled lead
and a body politic tasted barbecued ashes
of its own flesh?
We came, saw and severed.
This is a song about a rally and an arrow..
These were revelers on the run with a coffin,
the corpse’ skin tone not exposed to the sun.
Have you not seen it
when the nailing came like bullets?
How despondent were you and I
when the elegy sounded like a rage chasing small fish
and mourners lamented by punching down their fists
made of grey cement and remnants of a broken scepter?

The next day
After a restless night
When some of us could not stop from
crying
And some of us felt a rage we had never
felt before
And some of us were numb
Couldn’t feel anything at all
That day we woke to do whatever it is
we do
When morning calls and we haven’t slept
And we listen for that voice that reassures
Saying “Go on. Everything is all right”
Whispers “Today will be better than
yesterday”
Says “Yesterday was false. An aberration”
Speaks out in few words
In a language all its own
With its own unique phrases
A language that is not language
That cannot be expressed between
You and you
Or between you and anyone else
A voice now mute
Uncertain
Silenced.
Struck down.

There is dry-wash powder in the air in lieu of confetti, and
popping of Cheerwine also.
This is a song about plodding on the empty Main Street,
panting after heavy blood loss.
I was petrified while you cried and were sewing together the
stars
and kissed the paleness, repainting red stripes: I was not certain
if it came from your bitten lips or lipstick.
And then you tapped gently my arm, re-focusing my eyes
to the horizon between sky and spectacle.

II

III

The next day. Gloom
Shaded by old stories
Ground by ancient grievances
By modern contrivances
A toxin
A salve.
What are we today this day
What will we be tomorrow
The day after that
What were we before today
Before that day
Unlike all the other days.
That day – when our reason peeled away
Our sense of purpose picked apart
Piece by piece
One particle after another
Breaking off
Floating away
Leaving us for someone else
Cleaving and clinging
To someone else
Becoming part of
Someone else.
The next day
You are we are
Remain
Stretched beyond sense
Out of proportion
Have become
As we are always
Becoming
Someone else
Everyone else
Each other
A part of the whole
A part alone
Unlike any other
Like all people here and gone
Indispensable
Unnecessary
Heroes
Victims
Navigating a course
Over a reconfigured fissure.

____________________________________________________________KOFI FOSU FORSON
Black Intellectual Drinking White Russian at Harlem Bar
Tonight I drink dear ol’ Miss Liberty down New York Harbor
Tell it to the Mayor! Tell it to your Congressman!
Tell it to the teller from Addis Ababa clocking pickpockets of men
Wake up, Trotsky! Wake up, Turgenev! Wake up, Stravinsky!
America has gone Red! America has gone rouge!
America has now bled color of the Khmer Rouge!
Will they be hanging heads on our prime time television screen?
Knocking doors down of those who say color of the dollar ain’t green?
I come from kings. I have held my own among citizens,
White collar men on Wall Street, Ballers in stripes throwing high heat
This is not the three martini lunch at the Russian Tea Room
This is not Warhol at The Modern, Anselm Keifer at The Met
This is your mother going down on a man in a white hooded shirt
These are landlords and hired hands cleaning house, lock, stock and barrel
These are the places you’ll be calling home. These are the faces you’ll get to know
Hide your faces citizens, you’ll be judged only by the color of your skin
Remember to leave the light on; there’ll be marksmen at every street corner
Call up your hood Negresses! Bring back the spirit of Cab Calloway!
Let’s all do the Hi De Hi De Ho! I came in here to see the fat man blow!
Well Fat Lady did sing! Wasn’t La Cucaracha! Sounded more like Ruby Tuesday!

JASON GALLAGHER_____________________________________________________________
Dreams of Mexico
It’s been twelve years since I last visited
you and
Seven since I studied you with any
purpose.
However, I live in twenty-first century
America.
A time when I can’t turn without
remembering
Your temples, your sprawling deserts,
your azeal oceans.

However, I will not colonize you,
Mexico, with all my
Projections of beauty onto your shores.
There are reasons for Sunset Park and
New Rochelle.
Reasons that keep haunting me.
It’s because of your horrors, Mexico,
Narcos, and Zatas and corridos that
fear contains to run through my heart.
Epic terror.
Those things matter as much as any
travelogue
Even if the situation is getting better.
I’m still scared for you, Mexico.

Oh, Mexico. If only I had a flying
sarape,
Not unlike the sarape that I bought for
myself during that last trip,
So, I could live out my MesoAmerican
dreams
To connect with those people that I
miss so much.

But there are scarier things on our side
of the border.
“Hey, Trump,” I scream. “America
protects women that even you would
lust after.
Fuck your wall.”
Or have you changed, Donald Trump,
and you only want to block the Syrians.
You’d block anyone Mr. President, as
long as they’re brown!

What am I talking about?
I’m surrounded by my mestizo friends.
(Although can I call them friends? They
are all my students, but I worry about
everyone of them).
One of them says to me,
“You wouldn’t be able to live in my
neighborhood.” I only look back with
a sly smile.
In fact, strange things happen when I
have run-ins with Mexico.
All my dancer friends are Mexican,
Young girls (women! 20-21) pirouetting
effortlessly.
I’d never be able to keep in step with
them.
But, they’d continue to smile sweetly,
as I tried to keep up. They are just
Glad someone is paying attention.
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CRAIG KITE_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Speak Bigly And Carry A Soft Stick
Putin and his pet
A dead animal on its head
An authoritarian is only as strong
As the spectral forces behind him
Is only as likely to succeed
As institutions are to fail
Freedom of speech is a slippery slope
It slides off the face of the earth
And the original definition
Of political correctness
Is a president
Dictating which news
Is fake
While you say
America First
China
Takes First place
Nationalism
Is a slippery fish
It careens
Into Racism
Into a black hole
Where all my factories
Have bone puppets
Hanging from the rafters
Who is your Nation made of
And what exactly do they look like?
My poems are made in America
Which is a place
That I constructed
In my brain damage
It’s a monster with 8 arms
But it gave me 3 part time jobs
Private property
Is a social construct
And my privates
Want to socialize
With construction workers

I don’t believe in America anymore
I want to kiss Brian Sheffield and tell
him that
Every day
I only use words
Like “patriotic”
When I’m arguing
with my Grandfather
Politico says
Steve Bannon
Is just a Nationalist
But Nancy Polosey is right
He’s a white nationalist
And that means
He is a white supremacist
There’s an economic depression
Blooming in my mind
And I’m irrationally afraid
Of civilization breaking down
I’m afraid of New York City
Getting the nuclear option
My dating life
Is Dateline
60 minutes
And 24
All wrapped up
In a Mexican Burrito
The issues that the majority
Of Americans agree on
Are not the issues that Americans
Care about the most
I fall asleep comforted
That Americans
Want to repeal citizens united
And wake up to push notifications
That Niel Gorsuch
Has high approval ratings
If you don’t believe Healthcare
Is a human Right
Then you can’t be mad
If you can’t afford it
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My grandfather disappeared
when I was 13
After his son cheated on my mom
My grandmother bumped into me
When I was 26
And didn’t recognize me
I posted “Fuck Trump” on Facebook
And suddenly got text messages
From my grandfather
About how I used to be a nice boy
But I’ve grown up to be a hateful bitter
soul
That I shame my mother
And that I should turn to Jesus
Or else
Go to hell
So to say it in the most succinct,
appropriate, eloquent, and morally
upstanding manner possible:

FUCK THE ALT-RIGHT. FUCK ALTFACTS. FUCK WHITE NATIONALISM.
FUCK WHITE SUPREMACY. FUCK
NEOFASCISM.
FUCK
RADICAL
CHRISTIAN TERRORISM. FUCK FAR
RIGHT PROTO-FASCISM RISING UP
ACROSS WESTERN CIVILIZATION
WHICH IS ALL OF THE ABOVE AND
EMANATING FROM VEINS WITH
MY OWN BLOOD IN THEM. PUNCH
NEO-NAZIS. FUCK BETA MALE
MISOGYNIST WHO LOVE TO SEE
A STRONG MAN IN POWER. FUCK
STEVE BANNON. FUCK THE GRIM
REAPER. FUCK DONALD J TRUMP.
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FRANK ORTEGA__________________________________
The Final Step-- Sing Thanks:
Exerpt from
A Lament Primer for Beginners

________________________________________________________________DIANA ARNOLD
Seeds
I bled on the night of the election.
All of a sudden from
Between my legs
As if my eggs dropped dead
A floodgate had opened, a deluge Of Everything I did not give life to.
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I am thankful that I am alive
to write words
that tear down your image
all false communities, governments, religions
whole societies that would be ruled in
fear, ignorance and hatred
if you continue to have your way.
I know that you don’t exist
so I sing for all our suffering
for the freedom to deny you
until we can do this on our own
and need never send another lament
up, in your false direction.
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PATRICIA COLEMAN____________________________________________________________
November 7
disease
at a diner over a marble notebook
drawing circlescircles with
a bleeding ballpoint pen over a poor cup of ceramic coffee
in a diner tipping the top of upper manhattan tipping a diner thinking in circles
some loves and Reagan
I remember
what this was like
swimming
what the plague was like
in ancient greece
they others live clean tho
they do.
Panting now
in the muck
We are drowning,
in dirty water
and it’s known by all, this marks no end to this ritual.
the after the end of ritual is what? more stamping and stampeding?
what?
sacrifices to or by jealous gods, demons
deities
our fatigue is unwarranted
we have fought for nothing
not struggled in truth
maybe dragged by our shirt sleeves to marches
so that daddy could call mommy a commie
and then put to bed.

_________________________________________________________________JULIE BENTSEN
Post-Information
I’m watching a sculpture get demolished
I’m watching a sculpture of the numbers
2016
explode into flames and crumble to the
ground
to the tune of Beetoven’s ‘Ode to Joy’
and I LOVE it
But then I fact-checked my love
Why am I loving this?
Why the childish glee at seeing those
numbers
burn and fall away
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Why does it feel so good
to see something collapse into itself?
What does it say about me that I take
such
delight in this fiery destruction?

3000 comments CAN’T be wrong!

Maybe 2016 is not burning,
Maybe the NSA is listening to us right
now
Maybe we ARE at war with Eastasia and
According to several meditation web not Eurasia
sites
Maybe you’re actually not here right now
We have passed through the threshold reading this poem
into the Kali Yuga, the age of Kali.
In Hinduism it is the fourth age,
Maybe we need to fact-check the factthe age of destruction, deception, and checkers
degeneration
Maybe we need to burn the whole thing
down
According to these websites we need and sift through the ashes and debris
to meditate now more than ever
in order to understand what it was to
because our species is now
begin with
in an age of darkness and spiritual I’m changing my major to Archaeology
decline
with a minor in hind-sight!
But then I fact-checked those websites If this election has taught me
and it turns out that they are completely anything, it is that 2016 is the age where
full of shit!
the world of fantasy and reality have
merged.
In accordance with actual Hindu The lines of perception are blurred.
documents
The founder of archetypal psychology,
and doctrine - we did not just enter
James Hillman once said that
the age of Kali - we have already been to live psychologically is to accept the
in it
inherent reality of fantasy, and the
since 3150 B.C.E.
inherent fantasy of reality
Some texts state that we shall remain
in this age
But it’s hard. I fact-checked the difficulty.
for another few hundred thousand
years
So tell your Atlantean friends to check
Some texts state that the age of Kali
their sources
ended one thousand years ago.
And to have other sources check those
So depending on which ancient text sources
you consult
Because 2016 is burning down
We may or may not be in the age of and we are all arguing with each other
Kali
as to why
and we are all staring at the flames not
But then I fact-checked my confusion
only in disbelief,
Because it’s never been easier to get but with a delight that we do not want to
information
admit to ourselves
Because it’s never been easier to get
MISinformation
And I heard I can’t even trust Snopes
anymore!
But I can’t tell if I can trust what I heard
about Snopes!
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____________________________________________________________MEAGAN BROTHERS
peaceful protest
maybe it’s the moon
calling your blood
calling your blood
to the surface
but it’s hard to see
through the helicopter
trellis
less
like vultures than
something pterodactylic
like hummingbird
tarantulas,

fake-spiked,
toylike –
they’re down the park
protecting
our new god’s
brass tower.

with american
footprints.
our flag will always
stand
stiffly awake
on its dead shores,

brass and burnt,
the palace winks its
blank eye back.

patiently awaiting
good news
from home.

the moon is closer
than it has been in years,

your blood
thickens
called
drawn out,

a stone fruit,
pregnant and alight,
depressed

every eye is
watching you,
waiting. please
allow
your blood
to speak.

MALIK CRUMPLER_______________________________________________________________
“Fear & God Do Not Occupy The Same Space”
–Dick Gregory
I ain’t here to
help you cope
I ain’t one of them poets
they pay to make you feel
like I’m speaking for you
so you ain’t gotta speak for ya self
I ain’t here to
lie to you about the truth
I’m here to tell you the truth about a lie
Truth is we the lie
Cecil said we all Jive
Last Poets said Die Poet Die
They don’t pay me to do this
I ain’t one of them award winning poets
Trying to live up to some small statue or plaque
I been through hell
My only trophy is the scars on my legs, my neck, my face, my back
I ain’t never met a weak lady,
sistahs I come from and be with
Don’t raise children they raise nations
Don’t ask me my name, ask to see
my grand momma’s imagination
Colorless Ones
What you believed the united states was
My momma knew it never was

CLAIRE DURAND-GASSELIN___________
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What you believed the united states used to be
My grandma knew it never was
What you believed the united states should have been
My grandpa knew it never would be
What you decided the united states could be
Because of your friends and family
I knew it could never be
Because I know your friends
Because I know your family
Because I accepted you and your history
I knew it would never be
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GEORGE WALLACE_______________ __________________________OJO TAIYE
Not Like A Mess Of Bones Set
Something You Don’t know…
In Jigsaw Puzzle Rock
Not like a mess of bones set in jigsaw
puzzle rock for men in khaki pants to
lay claim to, or city fathers to lock up
in museums for 4th grade field trippers
who press their grubby noses against
the glass, witness the past,
Not like the movie mosquito froze
in amber, or the dinosaur locked in a
crater of bubbling LA creosote tar
But like a saber tooth tiger trapped
in ice, staring death back, fur and
claw intact, bristling prehistoric
motherfucker untamed by wind or
whip, caught in a temporary freeze,
preserved twenty thousand years and
ready to kill and kill again, if only it can
set itself loose!
This is our past, this is ourselves melting
in our own bones, our cavernous hearts
filling up like melting glacier, our great
crater-souls filling up, and we are ready
to spill, it is only a matter of time and
there is no more holding it back, the
great river of dying is going to flow,
right through us, full-throated adamant
and free,
We are about to become rivers and
rivers of glacial icemelt, colliding in a
terrible embrace

i know something you don’t know
about the lad you know –
lost in the arms of a song
traversing the skin of God
to places where
revelations
cruise you through the left path
of a thrush tongue
on the lips of a dog rose.
i know something you don’t now
almost all the beggars, vagrants and
peasants
arm with transistored plea and
canned laughter
whose hope, dreams and memories
are cauterized on the assembly of
bourgeois
who vow not to tell them the truth
because facts are explosive
i know something you don’t know
about the youth you know –
mesmerized with video tape pleasure
in the name of hustle
digging trenches
for a body of water
in tomorrow’s fatality.

_____________________________________________________________NICOLE GOODWIN
Untitled
I
I sing a song.
A vibrant violence of purple
Reflections of haters.
In the dark, so much of the injuries
You claim
To be brand new, some
Have been feeling for years!
Decades! Centuries! Generations!
Millennia’s cosmic glowing tends
To laugh loudly in my soul. Because your
Tears, your angry, fresh raw, ripeness has
Become one with my own.
II
I get it.
The world lied to you.
It said: You are White, therefore, you WILL always
Win.
III
I blame not the poorer whites, those
Duped by the orange man’s facades
As rays of sun-shining hope; it is
Those of you who have remained silent
Utilizing black pain complacently
For entertainment, only to scoff
At my shattered pride. Overseeing
my tears; my indigo scatterings.
IV
There is no shelter here.
Not in your precious press.
Not in your arms, not in your ballot
Or your vote. Not in your promises.
You were always blinded.
But the truth comes now, the light.
See now. How the lies scatter like
Household roaches.
V
Your silence is an accord.
Like a handshaking in agreement.
He will topple the house built of slaves
Upon us all. What jokes have you left now?
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PETER MARRA__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The Politics of Manipulated Illusions,
aka a Hard Crash for a Bondage Barbie Doll
this is blood, isn’t it?
as they placed the explicit sexual works
strategically
they were crucified by the brainwashed
citizens
maybe fucked by another. feel trippy.
her thoughts have become jaundiced.
they can’t see me anymore
– I voted with blood and acrid semen
another case of manipulation of the
masses,
you know those people - the heart of
the heartland
the ones who watch TV.
fuck and puke
because nothing is what they want.
withdrawn from the public eye,
she has started to fixate on the causes.
the red stuff slowly seeped through the
gauze
as her heart became exposed
accompanied by the tunes of the
smiling pietà
hands preserve the corpse temporarily
(criss-crossed-fucked)
political commentators with lesions for
mouths
caressed the tumors of Lady Liberty.
she was in an especially cruel mood
this evening.
she had assumed the form of a dirty
mannequin encrusted with
cracked emerald.
a dance of knives commenced in the
background.
a motorcade of lively creatures selfimmolated.
in the heartland of America guns were
polished
and knives sharpened,
cancerous idols were placed in view
and declared as the norm.
surrounded by squalor, she managed
to smile.
her only option was to run and hide.
Part of her and all of us is gone now.

she smiled as she held the cholera of
the night
against her chest.
she smiled as she constructed
a lattice of unstructured moans
and indeterminate submissions.
hybrids of illustrations
were disguised as the evening news.
a laughter and a promise from a
decade ago
were wrestling with themselves on
a blank street corner:
no color
just negative space
just hunger,
just skulls of intoxication thirsty for the
lost.
(something is wrong with you. it was
submitted as evidence.
as habeas corpus.)
no one remembered reasons or causes,
as
monks
generously
sprinkled
sanctified blood
as a random droplet clung to her. here
or there.
as the church punished political
prisoners.
thrusting and twisting the rusty blade,
Leda gutted the attacking swans
and drank the noxious fumes of
random nativities behind the doors of
ghosts.
they cast ballots, then ran and hid.
all for the extermination of sensation.
they will play the album entitled “Music
to Fuck You by”
the next time blood appears on the
snow.
smell the sweat of the animals.
a gasp of her,
a gasp of /blue /red /black on an
ornament
that was held between
her thighs as she tongued the
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switchblade gifted to her at 4 am last
year.
a grasp of her:
she had cravings for the red-moon
express.
but is it still love?
are we still alive?
were we ever truthful?
how many can tell us about the love of
our hurt?
send a postcard when you get this
message.
she caressed herself with the sweat of
her forgotten lovers before she hid
beneath the grass.
this happened after she lacerated the
news feed: election results from CNN.
a new occurrence: a cameramen was
dismembered
mondo-mod in between echoes. a
blank noise.
in a merciless mood
in a mercurial fashion
she hid the faces in her cervix and
confessed to bolts of light and
electricity in an attempt
to remove his original sins.
“I can’t. I’m in deep! no, I’m lying! I
couldn’t tell you the real reason!
this thing inside of us is
embedded in the landscape…”
instructions on how to
manipulate with fear were circulated
during the holiday slaughters.
lonely flesh under leather listening to
rock n roll past midnight
crying with childhood. when were you?
travel now in blackness. our grace has
left us. gone.
no questions. taken without permission.
she adored her images in the police
blotter.
she relished her role as enemy of the
state.
a grey sigh. a gasp.
convulse. climax.

a portrait split for mutual pleasure: one
side to please one side.
fingernails lacquered red or black for
this occasion
glistening with its semen in the brief
light this morning to
initiate a conception that will never be
discussed.
she asked, “what does Liberty smell
like when she’s on all fours?”
“i knew her well. When she was a
shadow puppet,
She pissed all over the floor,
etching figures of undetermined laws
of gender into
the mosaics. my affections were
trapped in a silent
auditorium. just dissecting, just
laughing.”
she adored all her victims so much,
she pinned her memories to the back
wall.
if the cops had been exterminated,
there would be paradise. she dined on
fruit from the mystery tree.
flicked her love out with a trembling
tongue. not too much.
beads of sweat betrayed her calm as
trembling fingers pulled the folds
apart.
the opening twitched like the orgasm
of a butterfly.
not painful at all
not in clear light
so peaceful now under an influence of
a liquid-night-coma
ignore it now
twist us over in to ourselves
not painful at all
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BRIAN SHEFFIELD_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Unitled
I’ve been slowly moving away from the
political over the past 2 years & I can’t
tell if this is a good thing
There’s so much going on today and,
to paraphrase Lawrence Joseph:
Who has time to write about trees in
times like these
& maybe quoting a poet who isn’t
white is political enough
But I can’t write about trump or pence
or bannon or spicer or putin or assad
or kim jung un w/o sounding like some
pseudo-intellectual amateur Ginsberg
and this isn’t good
I dig alex dang, though he’s definitely
not my favorite slam poet—
but even he said he started with big
political poems that were all trash
& I feel that’s all I can do in this climate
Maybe this move away from the
political is good—
Best to sharpen one’s tongue before
using language to pierce the thick
breast of the state
& as an anarchist, shouldn’t every
individual action & breath go against
everything the state stands for?
But ignoring the state won’t kill it, & to
paraphrase ward churchill’s concept,
Pacifism alone will never be
enough
There will be more blood on all sides
Chris Carr basically says that
technological & civilizational progress
& comfort requires a sacrifice & the
state has mandated that the sacrifice
be lives of color—in his case, black
lives—since no one stepped forward
to claim that responsibility
there will be BLOOOOOD!
& by doing nothing, I make the sacrifice
of countless black men & missing
black girls & women mean essentially
nothing
A question: Do I have a responsibility
to act on this?
Clarification: Do I have a responsibility
to speak out about problems facing
black and brown communities as a
white artist? No, as a white male! The
artist aspect is irrelevant.
One might say artists are the prophets
or the social discomforters of their own
generation.
But in America, where we collectively

tend to both intermingle & stay with our
own kind, what right do I have to look
at & begin to criticize a community in
which I do not fully belong? Or rather,
begin to point out issues brought
about by the white world, when I can
only experience the privileges and
guilt of the white world while looking
in to the Other worlds and only see
pain & community & a kind of love
that also looks like self-oppression that
I will never fully understand; or rather,
when I can only create and perpetuate
stereotypes and social constructions
that I automatically assume because
I have lived as a white man in
communities and households of color
and watched black movies with black,
white, & brown audiences, yet none of
this is proof enough—
the question is beginning to lose
focus, the main point being
how do I show solidarity and support
to the various injustices of the black
and brown world
(it feels strange calling Native
Americans red & people of East Asian
descent yellow, though neither are
necessarily always brown—just like
many black people are brown and
many brown people are lighter than
I am—& suddenly color seems to be
a strange way to define people, &
perhaps this is one of those places
from which this issue stems, though
I’m not sure how to completely talk
about it right now)
without infantilizing them, coming off
as a white savior, or suggesting their
world is only pain?
& here I begin to say that I must always
stand in solidarity when the white
world impresses itself on the rest of
the world (because the white world has
decided that it will stand separately
from all the rest of the world) though I
must never define something based on
my history—I must let the world define
itself & hold back the white world as
much I am capable.
If I die in the process, I am just another
life against a backdrop of millions of
lives
when you are dead,
it don’t matter if you’re black or white
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Putin + Assad
Putin + Trump
Putin + A Gunshot
To Each of Their Heads
1.
I know Putin mainly
through memes and
ill-informed protest
poetry. I know Assad
from that time in 2012
when I was still conscious
and actually gave a shit
about politics, or rather
used Facebook to convince
all of my friends that I did.
I know Trump because I
live with him everyday and
am reminded that his face
is my face is the face of my
family is the face of power
and progressivism in the
western world. And I feel like
I shouldn’t really care. Or,
at least, that the State is the
State, and whether it was
Sanders or Clinton, it wouldn’t
really change all that much. Or,
rather, oppression, violence,
and alienation are all inherent
here.
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2.

Craig tries to convince
me that these things matter and
I never tell him that I don’t love
America. We talk about houses
and policy and I never tell him
that I feel no shame for not
voting. I care about people, and
people will say that the government
affects the people. And I can get
that, but
Putin is busy
sharpening his knife to
bury deep into Trump’s
eager throat alongside Assad.
Trump is busy slapping his
dick all over his bombs before
he sends them to Syria or
Yemen while tweeting about
how awful it was that Obama
did the exact same thing.
And Assad is busy
watching Syria dig holes
into its own heart to bury
children and workers and
muslims and christians and
parents and teachers and
all those young revolutionaries
who used to be dreamers
and really, this is all theoretical
because I’m not in Syria so
how the fuck do I know how
that feels? I’ve never been in war
so what right do I have to talk about
war?
I shouldn’t be writing this
shitty poetry for anybody.

I’m a set of eyeballs with a mouth.
I’m not a teacher, and I’m not a poet.
I’m not a lover and I’m not a very good
friend.
I’m just a set of eyeballs with a mouth.
These politics don’t touch me because
I’m just a set of eyeballs with a mouth.
I see all these shades of color on skin
and all these shades of color on clothing
and on these houses and around these
streets.
I see all these shades of color that
paint the patterns of ideologies and
complicate all of our lives, because
I am just a set of eyeballs with a mouth.
I’m afraid to speak openly about most
things as a set of eyeballs with a mouth.
But I can say this:
I AM NO PATRIOT
FUCK YOU AMERICA AND
FUCK YOU DONALD TRUMP!
But not because you’re the president.
Only because you’re so full of hate
like I am and you want to fill the
rest of the world with your hate like
I sometimes do. But now, you walk
backwards and clear your steps
as if what you were saying really
didn’t mean anything.

		
I gleefully laugh at
middle America who believes in
your bullshit, and I feel no guilt for
doing so.
I gleefully laugh at
those old conservatives who should
all be dead now anyways.
Shove the old fools into the
grinder and feed them to each other.
You want hate? Keep up your shit
and we will all fucking eat you!
Flint Michigan still has no clean
water and the previous CEO of Nestle 		
once said that access to water is not a I revoke my own citizenship.
I am no longer an American.
basic human right. Pepsi has already
Fuck your flag and fuck your soil.
shown us how easy it is to negate
& also capitalize on so many people’s Fuck your politics and fuck your economy.
expression of dissent around very real America the gratuitous
and very serious struggles. I live in a I don’t love you America.
I love your people,
room
and people are not their citizenship.
in Brooklyn that probably housed
Walt Whitman had it wrong.
somebody else who was priced out.
America is not a poem.
America is a poison.
I’m not a liberator.
I hope America dies. But,
I’m a set of eyeballs with a mouth.
I hope the people thrive!
I’m not a revolutionary.
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3.
In this warm and cloudy winter morning,
in a messy house with a broken broom
and a counter full of wet dishes sitting
to dry, and a chair missing its back, and
a dusty oscillating fan that’s been
sleeping since the season began,
as Claire rolls a spliff and contemplates
smoking in the living room,
but decides to sit out on the stoop
where the rain is beginning
to dribble from the clouds like
a spool of drool from a baby’s mouth,
I think of all the words that
I could rewrite or take back.
And I don’t know how to think about this
without also thinking about cowardice.
Everything is a structure built upon
another structure, and it terrifies
me to think that I rent a room in this
hostile hotel. I grind my teeth to shut
out the sounds. But it also terrifies
me to think of what debris will fall
were we to crush the foundations
of these walls.
There’s no poetry to write on these walls.
There’s no poetry in the empty house
of our politics. Everything sits here
in its emptiness. But it can be full.
There’s so much good to find in the rubble,
there’s so much good to find in the ways that
we tell each other stories. We can break
this form

//
		
apart, open these walls
like surgery. We can fix this, and I am
not sorry for saying we.
There will be more violence.
There will be more hate.
There will be a torrent of rhetoric and dis-ease.
And it will always feel like the end of the world
is breathing over our shoulders.
But we can fix this. I am sure.
Even if all the proof of creation
rains down and hails the ultimate
apocalypse, we can still find refuge
		
we can still find refuge
and build ourselves so that we are
as magnificent as we have always claimed.
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SHELBY COOK__________________________________________________________________
everything bad
I am post office – I am a puppet walking around in a space jacket – I am stupid – I
still can’t believe it – you made all this money but so did Paris Hilton – that’s all
that it is – a real public – pretension – the nomination – isn’t it – so amazing that –
unabashed if you listen – the new con republican – it’s not new man – I can’t get
the words back from President Reagan – from my dad – from the aliens – present
please no more solutions – I’m just gonna make it – myself – please help me
out – man – of all of my options – I no longer want them – your unicorn is cool
man – that taxable slish hand – the wealthiest person – I have 3 billion so what
do you have - instead of spitting blood and burping on your bed – they sent you
all the best – your face is so red just like your head – I am screaming inside of it –
everything bad that has ever happened – you can guess – the simple presumption
– an American businessman – is now – an elected – president – the real model the
bigot – goodbye to the rest of your climate – I will not stand for it – real sweet side
sweep – the real housewives of the rest of your life – your breast is burdening on
the back of your neck – I just figured jelly and jam – they are worthless – please
sell them – I am a steel rocket plummeting into the vortex – wishing that I was
just another stork basket – being dropped on venus – that beautiful scent of true
MASCULINE – I want to lick the skin off of your forehead – and be sad – and forget
about it – no bread needed – the title of her exhibition that – I am your immigrant
– the real part of the please pretend – so distinguished – a friend died last month
and so did a relative – I am sorry about all of that – I am disgusted – I am dropping
my part of the past – that pussy shit – please grab it – I am an American contract
– the ignorance in the rest of my laugh – the reason I didn’t finish college – the
yearning for a new universe where nobody is – where I can see what would have
happened – like a simple machine mentioning my own body –the plot narrated
perfectly – if Eric gets to breathe than why not Donny - this is the part where I have
to say something – but I don’t have anything – to say – except that I’m sorry – to
everybody who this will affect more than me – i can read it out to you like a flute
on a looloo – like everything I thought I knew – I never knew –

JEFF WRIGHT___________________________________________________________________
Office Hours
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JACK FREEDMAN________________________________________
The Bong That never Ends
This is the bong that never ends.
Yes it smokes on and on my friend.
Some people started ripping it not knowing what it was
And they’ll continue hitting it forever just because
This is the bong that never ends… (Ad nauseum)
The bong
was my
shepherd
after the
results
came in.
Best I be
herded by
glass, grass,
Crass, and
Mama Cass
than by special
interests. I might need an
asylum from reality, for padded
cells were the original incarnation
of the safe space. Bring on the sativa,
indica, and hybrid. I need an ounce
of my respect back. Even a gram of
security is welcome. I live on
my own terms. Will I die
during their term?
#NotMyPresident
#NotMyVP

HAL CITRON_________________
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madgleampress.com
facebook.com/madgleampress
instagram.com/madgleampress

This is a free zine, please, pass it around!
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